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NEW: @GenFlynn interview w/ @newsmax [on his view of the 2020 Election and

what should happen next] "First of all, @realDonaldTrump won on the 3rd of

November. The things that he needs to do right now [are]: appoint a Special

Counsel, immediately; seize all of these Dominion and

2/ other voting machines that we have across the country; he needs to go ahead and prioritize by state, and probably by

county [Fulton County, Maricopa County, as an example]. Exactly what they did up in Antrim County, MI, and what they

discovered. I think if he looks

3/ at a random sampling of some of these counties, he's going to find exactly the same problem. These machines are

clearly, CLEARLY, there is a foreign influence that is tied to this system, and it goes back to China. It likely goes to Russia.

Likely goes to Iran. We know that

4/ Venezuela has participated in the development of these machines. There's been problems all over the country with them.

Not only with Dominion, but with this Smartmatic software. He's got a couple of options that he can take, and he needs to

take them right now.

5/ The President could, immediately, on his order, seize every single one of these machines around country, on his order.

He could also order, within the swing-states [if he wanted to], he could take military capabilities and he could place them in

those states & basically re-run

6/ an election in each of those states. It's not unprecedented.

- We clearly have a constitutional process. That has to be followed, but I will tell you that I'm a little concerned about Chief

Justice John Roberts at the Supreme Court. We can't fool around with the fabric of

7/ the Constitution of the United States, and I think that right now, if the Supreme Court doesn't get involved, in at least

making sure that the fabric of that Constitution is held together [and all they have to do is look at the evidence. They have to

look at the evidence.

8/ I'm not certain, in fact, I don't believe that the Supreme Court of the United States has even looked at the merit of any of 

the cases that have been put forward yet. What they've been looking at is process fouls. Whether someone crossed a "T" or
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dotted an "I".

9/ That's unsatisfactory. To me, that lacks courage. It lacks moral fiber within the Chief Justice, and frankly with members of

the Supreme Court ... we should expect much more out of the Supreme Court. And clearly, the other thing I would say ... is I

expect much more out of

10/ the Republican Party. They need to stand up and start fighting for this President ... They are WEAK and they lack

COURAGE."

TRUE ■

■■

11/ VIDEO: [Part One]

12/ VIDEO: [Part Two]



13/ VIDEO: [Part Three]

14/ VIDEO: [Part Four - FINAL] ■■
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